
ABSTRACT 
 

Kulkarni, Amit Narayan. An Investigation of Forwarding  in the  MPLS 
support for Differentiated Services. ( Under the guidance of Dr. Mladen 

A. Vouk. ) 
 
 

The changing nature of the Internet-based applications is imposing stricter demands on 

the performance of the Internet. As the Internet resources become more and more 

constrained, the Best Effort (BE) model is increasingly proving less capable of providing 

the required Quality of Service (QoS). One of the solutions recently proposed by IETF is 

the Differentiated Services (DiffServ) architecture, which can provide different levels of 

QoS to each class by aggregating traffic into different classes at the network edge, and by 

giving differential treatment for each class within the core of the network. DiffServ, 

however, performs within the limits of the resources along the shortest path, and hence its 

performance is a function of resource availability along that path. Another standard 

proposed by IETF is Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS), a fast switching based 

technique that offers new capabilities for IP based networks. It combines the control of IP 

routing with efficiency of layer 2 switching. Traffic engineering (TE), or the ability to 

map traffic flows onto an existing physical topology is an example of key application of 

MPLS. MPLS and DiffServ, though independently developed, are complimentary 

technologies in the pursuit of end to end QoS. 

 

An IETF RFC provides a guideline and requirements for MPLS support for 

Differentiated services. We studied  this RFC in terms of what it does and does not 

specify about MPLS-DiffServ . We investigate the issues involved in implementation of 



the forwarding component of MPLS-DiffServ and evaluated the implementation vis-à-vis 

its functional requirements, its performance, and its ability to deliver better QoS. We 

conclude that MPLS-Diffserv does provide IP services a greater control over the network 

while simultaneously being able to deliver Different service levels. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Need for QoS 

Internet has grown at a frenetic pace ever since the first network was constructed in 1965 

[History] and with it has changed the way people look at Internet. No one considers 

Internet as a research product privy of some government institutes anymore, on the 

contrary Internet has become an integral part of our lives and nerve center of the global 

economy. From being a file transfer mechanism and a means for instant communication 

Internet has played host to a variety of real time multimedia applications, Video 

conferencing, Voice over IP and many more. These applications have not only put strain 

on the existing network resources but also their varied nature has brought with it 

differences in requirements to be serviced. For example a voice application is extremely 

sensitive to delay and delay variation but can tolerate some loss, a video application can 

sustain higher delay than voice applications but data loss may have noticeable effects 

where as data application is tolerant to higher delay and delay variation.[Williams et.al.] 

 

The classic IP is unable to cater to the “Quality of Service” requirements of these 

demanding applications. Ironically, the very features that has helped it succeed, 

connection less protocol, Best effort model, ease of implementation, had proved 

insufficient to meet the new challenges and general perception was that change was 

required. 
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1.2 Solutions for QoS  

Some technologies e.g. Type of Service (TOS) and Integrated Service (IntServ) were 

created in an attempt to provide some quality of service (QoS) control. However their 

limitations have restricted their general application and they have been unable to provide 

a framework for provision of service to meet service level agreements (SLA’s). 

 

One of the earliest techniques to be implemented, Type of Service allowed network to 

distinguish between network control traffic and user traffic based on the TOS byte field 

in the IP header [RFC791]. It provides a coarse-grained classification and identification 

of limited number of flows. However since the traffic classes were defined much earlier 

they do not reflect well the current needs of the network and with no provision to define 

more classes this byte is often not fully supported in routers. 

 

Another technique that was defined was IntServ [RFC-INTSERV]. IntServ provides 

well-defined end-to-end QoS for point to point and point to multi point applications. In 

this architecture the application initiates a session on demand with the network using 

Resource Reservation Signaling Protocol (RSVP). This session identifies the service 

requirements of the application including the bandwidth and delay, source of data. RSVP 

is a soft state protocol that allows merging of resource requests. While this is very 

powerful for small networks in terms of guaranteeing, the overhead of maintaining state 

per flow state and the processing power required makes this solution not very attractive 

for the core which can have thousands of such flows. 
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It was obvious something different was required. Two protocols proposed recently by 

IETF, Differentiated Services (DiffServ) [RFC-DSARCH] and MultiProtocol Label 

Switching (MPLS)[RFC-MPLSARCH] are generating a lot of interest. Both aggregate 

the traffic at the edge and process on the aggregate at the core. MPLS though cannot offer 

different level of service within the same class and DiffServ cannot provide the ability to 

engineer the traffic with consideration for the resource constraints. Thus despite their 

advantages these technologies have limitations in delivering end to end QoS.  
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1.3 Goals and Objectives  

The goal of the project was to experimentally evaluate the emerging IETF proposals and 

standards related to delivery of end-to-end QoS, specifically where it concerns 

Differentiated Services (DiffServ) support for  QoS sensitive traffic engineering based on 

MPLS [RFC_MPLSDS].  

 

The first objective was to construct a re-usable test-bed where the experiments and 

evaluations could be conducted. We had an existing Linux-based test–bed for DiffServ 

evaluation and research [Narasimhan, Dwekat]. This test-bed was to be extended to 

include MPLS, and MPLS support for DiffServ, based on IETF standards.  

 

The second objective was to use the test-bed to understand a specific element of an end-

to-end architecture that arises in MPLS assisted PHB and PDB formulation – the function 

of forwarding. MPLS forwarding was to be studied in relation to the implementation of 

the existing and proposed MPLS, QoS modifications and extensions, and with respect to 

DiffServ based support. The basic test-bed we have was used previously to study 

DiffServ issues [Dwekat]. However, MPLS offers additional challenges, as well as an 

attractive range of capabilities since it separates forwarding and signaling work and each 

can be independent of the other as long as the interfaces are well defined. Traffic 

Engineering via MPLS is generating a lot of interest especially in the prevailing market 

conditions where the cost of network upgrade for over provisioning may be prohibitive. 

This forces network service providers to efficiently utilize the existing infrastructure and 

improve its performance.  
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So the basic practical challenge was to implement forwarding functionality of MPLS in a 

DiffServ environment, and gain an understanding of the issues relating to MPLS support 

for DiffServ architecture. Design goal was to enable the user to choose either protocol 

depending upon his/her requirements. Consideration was given to the fact that this code 

might be used in the future as a base to implement Label Distribution Protocol (LDP). 

Since the code had to conform to existing design architecture, performance at times was 

sacrificed for the sake of design consistency. 

 

The next chapter provides the background for MPLS, DiffServ and concepts and issues in 

MPLS support for DiffServ. Chapter 3 Discusses Linux operating system support for 

MPLS, QoS and networking. Chapter 4 discusses our implementation chapter 5 discusses 

tests and evaluation of results. Chapter 6 describes the Network simulator and simulates 

the topology for detailed results. Chapter 7 concludes with summary and identifies future 

work. 
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2 Background 

In this chapter we discuss the background materials related to DiffServ and MPLS. 

 

2.1 Differentiated Services  

The main goal of DiffServ architecture [RFC-DSARCH] was to provide a scalable 

framework for Quality of Service support without the need to maintain per flow state. 

This is mainly achieved by aggregating number of flows and giving it similar treatment. 

DiffServ nodes at the ingress of a domain process and mark the TOS byte in IP header of 

the packet by a code (called DiffServ Code Point or DSCP), based on a negotiated 

contract and other routers in the domain that receive the packet look at only the DSCP 

value to impart a particular treatment to the packet. This particular treatment is called a 

“Per-Hop Behavior”(PHB).  
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Fig 2.1 IP header fields 
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2.1.1 Per Hop Behavior: 

PHB is defined as the externally observable behavior applied at a DS compliant node on 

a flow. It forms the basic building block of the DiffServ architecture. PHB is used to 

identify the treatment that will be given to a particular flow (or aggregate if the router is a 

core router). This treatment includes selection of queues and schedulers at the interface 

egress. The defined PHBs are  

 

2.1.1.1 Expedited Forwarding (EF-PHB): 

The aim of the EF PHB is to provide low delay and virtually no loss to some flows 

without per flow queuing. Loss, latency and jitter are all due to the queues traffic 

experiences while transiting the network.  Therefore providing low loss, latency and jitter 

for some traffic aggregate means ensuring that the aggregate sees no (or very small) 

queues. Queues arise when (short-term) traffic arrival rate exceeds departure rate at some 

node.  Thus a service that ensures no queues for some aggregate is equivalent to 

bounding rates such that, at every transit node, the aggregate's maximum arrival rate is 

less than that aggregate's minimum departure rate. The EF –PHB is useful for 

applications that are delay sensitive like voice and video. [RFC_EFPHB] 

 

2.1.1.2 Assured Forwarding (AF- PHB) 

This forwarding mechanism is intended for urgent data that requires controlled load 

service. Most network applications can do with some excess bandwidth if available. 

However the least they want is some guaranteed bandwidth even in times of heavy 

congestion. AF PHB provides for such a traffic demand.  
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AF PHB can offer different levels of forwarding assurances. The current  AF 

specification provides  delivery of packets in four classes each with three (two are also  

allowed)drop precedences. Packets in one class must be forwarded independently of the 

packets in another AF class [RFC-AFPHB]. 

 

A DS node should implement all four general use AF classes. Packets in one AF class 

must be forwarded independently from packets in another AF class, i.e., a DS node must 

not aggregate two or more AF classes together 

Packets with the lowest drop precedence are assumed to be within the subscribed profile. 

An AF compliant node allocates resources (buffer space and bandwidth) equal to atleast 

achieve the configured service bandwidth 

 

2.1.1.3 Default PHB 

Default PHB is the common best effort forwarding behavior, which is available in 

existing routers. This PHB is used when DSCP does not match to any other PHBs. A 

default PHB can be implemented by a queuing discipline that sends packets of this 

aggregate whenever the output link is not used by any other PHB. Network Dimensioning 

should ensure that this aggregate should not be starved. That way, senders that are not 

DiffServ aware can continue to use the network in the same manner as they do today. 
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2.1.2 Components of DiffServ architecture  

Fig 2.2 shows a logical DiffServ router. DiffServ router consists of the following 

components 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2.2 Logical components of DiffServ router 

 

A classifier classifies the incoming packet into an appropriate behavioral aggregate and 

identifies the PHB treatment to be imparted to the flow. A traffic conditioner may 

condition the incoming flow to ensure the traffic meets the profile agreed upon in the 

SLA or equivalent agreement. A Buffer Manager and a Link Scheduler ensure hat 

appropriate treatment is imparted to the flow. Before packet leaves the DiffServ domain, 

it can be optionally shaped so that it is within the bounds of agreement with the next 

domain service provider. A more detailed explanation and its components can be 

obtained from [Narasimhan, Dwekat]. 
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2.1.3 Advantages of DiffServ  

2.1.3.1 Scalability:  

Scalability is very important concern as a network core can have large number of flows 

and any protocol which requires to maintain per flow state or computational complexity 

does not scale well. DiffServ aggregates flows and hence can handle large number of 

flows. Also since PHBs are essentially kept simple, DiffServ lends itself well to use at 

high speeds making it scalable in terms of speed. 

 

2.1.3.2 Ease of administering  

In a Differentiated Services framework, different DiffServ domains can implement PHBs 

as they see fit as long as the bilateral agreements that it makes with the other domain are 

met. This gives the service providers a freedom to choose their implementation as a 

consequence they can provide Differentiated Services with minimal change in their 

infrastructure. 

  
2.1.3.3 Simplicity 

The DiffServ implementation does not diverge a lot from the basic IP. Hence it maintains 

simplicity and ease of implementation /upgradation at the cost of granularity. 

 

2.1.3.3 Measurable 

Since at each hop in a DiffServ domain, the traffic conditioners and shapers are 

constantly measuring arrival data and the link schedulers are monitoring packets to be 

sent, not much effort is required to procure vital information about the behavior of the 
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network. The service providers can use the information to best allocate bandwidths and 

make service level agreements with the user. 

 

2.1.4 Limitations 

There appear to be two principal limitations to the DiffServ architecture as defined by 

[RFC-DSARCH]: 

• DiffServ architecture suggests only mechanisms for relative packet forwarding 

treatment to aggregate flows, traffic management and conditioning. However it 

does not provide an architecture for end-to-end QoS. 

• DiffServ framework does not lend itself to handle link failures. For example if a 

link carrying EF traffic, in DiffServ domain goes down, there is no way for the 

provider to quickly send the traffic through alternate link and ensure minimum 

packet loss. 

 

Furthermore, there is no traffic engineering provision in DiffServ. As a result some links 

in the domain might experience congestion while other links go unutilized. 
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2.2 Multi Protocol Label Switching 

MultiProtocol Label Switching (MPLS) is a versatile solution to address the problems 

faced by the present-day networks: speed, scalability, quality-of-service (QoS) 

management, and traffic engineering. MPLS has emerged as an elegant solution to meet 

the bandwidth-management and service requirements for next-generation Internet 

protocol (IP) based backbone networks. MPLS addresses issues related to scalability and 

routing (based on QoS and service quality metrics) and can exist over existing 

asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) and frame-relay networks. It eliminates the 

complexities of IP over ATM and provides IP routing with hitherto unavailable control. 

As shown in Fig 2.3, MPLS separates the forwarding and control, so each can develop 

independently of the other. 

 

Control  

Information in 

 

Packets IN                                                                                                         Packets OUT 

 

Fig 2.3 MPLS router schematic view 

  

Routing protocol

Routing table

  Line card  Line card

  Routing    pro tocol  
   Packet processing 
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When a packet is received at an Ingress Label Switched Router (LSR), also known as 

Label Edge Router (LER), it identifies the Forwarding Equivalence Class (FEC) of the 

packet and assigns the label for that FEC based on the mapping in the Incoming Label 

Map (ILM also known as the Label Information Base or LIB). The ILM can be populated 

either manually at each node or by means of some signaling protocol like LDP. 

Subsequent LSRs in the path of packet then make their forwarding decisions based on the 

label of the packet and corresponding action for the label stipulated by either signaling or 

manual configuration in the ILM. The last node in the MPLS domain known as, Egress 

LER pops out the label so that the next router receives the packet in its earlier form. Fig 

2.4 describes the MPLS domain.  

[Semeria] presents a good discussion about evolution of MPLS and terminologies in 

MPLS. [RFC-MPLSARCH] proposes the MPLS architecture and contains the 

information and explanation for various aspects and design decisions in MPLS 

implementation. Interested reader is referred to [Mpls_charter] for latest information in 

standards development undertaken by the IETF. 
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Fig 2.4 MPLS Domain 
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3 MPLS and DiffServ 

3.1 Motivation 

MPLS and DiffServ share some common points. Both models do aggregation of traffic at 

the edge and processing of the traffic only at the core. Both models are scalable. MPLS 

offers many advantages to service providers. However, it is incapable of providing 

differentiated service levels in a single flow. Hence MPLS and DiffServ seem to be a 

perfect match and if they can be combined in such away to utilize each technology’s 

strong points and counter the other’s weaknesses, it can lead to a symbiotic association 

that can make the goal of end to end QoS feasible.  

 

Note that either DiffServ or MPLS can be used to offer some services with differing QoS. 

Any routing scheme can be used in a DiffServ network and some level of service 

differentiation will be perceived by the users due to the way packets with different 

codepoints are treated at DiffServ nodes. MPLS networks can be configured to offer 

different QoSs to different paths through the network. If the two technologies are 

combined, then standardized DiffServ service offerings can be made and MPLS can 

facilitate great control over the way these services are implemented. Such control means 

that it is more likely the operator will be able to offer services within well-defined QoS 

parameters.  
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DiffServ aids MPLS in following ways. 

1. MPLS only aids layer3 QoS and does not introduce a new QoS architecture. So       

DiffServ can help MPLS by providing the QoS architecture to MPLS networks. 

 

2. MPLS being a path-oriented mechanism, when used in   backbone networks can 

give rise to scalability problems especially with RSVP-TE.MPLS + DiffServ 

combination gives rise to networks where there is no per-flow state to be 

maintained in core routers. Only per-LSP state is to be maintained. If DiffServ is 

not used, and IntServ is used with MPLS (as is proposed in a new draft), There 

will be the overhead of maintaining both per-flow state and per-LSP state. With 

LSP aggregation, one can reduce the number of LSPs.  

 

3. DiffServ can provide differentiation of service within each flow. 

 

4. The aggregated flow scheme of DiffServ not only reduces the flow state 

overhead, but also enhances the performance of MPLS by reducing the number of 

labels to be managed. 

 

 

MPLS aids DiffServ in many ways. 

1. When link failures happen, MPLS-based fast rerouting aids DiffServ in 

guaranteeing much stricter QoS. Of course, link failures are not day-to-day 

occurrence in backbone networks. 
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2. Traffic Engineering is provided by MPLS to DiffServ. You can visualize different 

paths for different PHB groups, resource-preemption, different protection levels 

for different PHBs etc. 

 

3. When you want to use DiffServ in heterogeneous link-layer environments, for   

example, in ATM networks, MPLS is pretty much the best option to go for. Of 

course this may not be a great need, given the excellent QoS guarantees supported 

by ATM. 

 

To date most of the work in DiffServ and MPLS has focused on defining technologies. 

IETF has standardized an RFC for MPLS support of Differentiated Services [RFC-

MPLSDS]. Raghavan et.al. [Law et.al.] have simulated MPLS +DiffServ and so also 

Murphy [Murphy et.al]. But there is not much actual implementation around. This 

research attempts to explore the issues and functional capabilities possible in the 

implementation of Differentiated Services Support for MPLS in a soft router 

implementation. 
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3.2 Concepts 

DiffServ and MPLS do not operate at the same layer in protocol stack. Consequently 

these two technologies cannot work together without some effort. [RFC-MPLSARCH] 

defines the MPLS header to be a 32-bit quantity that contains, 

 

 

Fig 3.1 MPLS header 

Label: 20 bits. This value contains the MPLS label 

EXP: experimental use 3 bits 

S: Stacking bit, used to stack multiple labels 

TTL: time to live 8 bits places a limit on number of hops a MPLS packet can traverse. 

 

Recall that the LSR does not examine IP header where the DSCP information resides. So 

some means must be available to correlate the DiffServ PHB with the packet. The three-

bit EXP field could be used for the purpose but the DSCP field is 6 bits in length (2 bits 

are currently unused- CU). Even if we discount the one bit to indicate whether traffic is in 

profile or out of profile, we have 5 bits that need to be mapped to three bits in the MPLS 

shim header. There are two solutions defined in [RFC-MPLSDS] to remedy these 

problems  I) EXP inferred LSP (E-LSP) and II) Label only inferred LSP L-LSP 

S TTL Label EXP 
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3.2.1 Types of LSPs 

3.2.1.1 E –LSPs 

A single LSP can be used to support up to eight BAs of a given FEC, by using the three-

bit EXP field. These LSPs are called EXP inferred LSPs or E-LSPs since the PSC of the 

packet depends solely on the three bit EXP value. Thus the label is used to make the 

forwarding decisions and the EXP value used to determine the treatment the packet 

receives. The limitation to this approach is it can support a maximum of eight PHBs per 

LSP. 

 

3.2.1.2 L-LSPs 

To counter this a separate LSP can be established for the <FEC, OA> pair. With such 

LSPs the PSC is explicitly signaled at label establishment so that after label 

establishment, the LSR can infer exclusively from the label value the PSC to be applied 

to a labeled packet and the drop precedence of the same is determined by the EXP value. 

This approach is called Label only inferred LSP or L-LSP. An arbitrarily large number of 

PHBs can be supported. 

 

3.2.2 Label forwarding Model in DiffServ LSR  

In an L-LSP different Ordered Aggregates of a given FEC may be transported over 

different LSPs, the Label swapping decision for the DiffServ LSR clearly depends on the 

Behavior aggregate of the packet concerned. Also since IP DSCP field is not always 

available to the LSR, an MPLS DiffServ router behaves differently than a non-MPLS 
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DiffServ router. The DiffServ LSR label switching behavior as defined by [RFC-

MPLSDS] has four stages  

 

3.2.2.1 Incoming PHB determination 

For E-LSP the EXP-PHB mapping can either be pre-configure or explicitly signaled 

during E-LSP establishment. This mapping is then used by the LSR to determine the 

PHB treatment to be given to the incoming packet. 

For L-LSP the PHB to be applied is the function of PSC and is set up during LSP 

establishment. Therefore the PSC is already known to the LSR based on the label and it 

then determines the drop precedence (and hence the PHB) by looking up the value of 

EXP field in the EXP-PHB mapping. 

 

3.2.2.2 Out going PHB determination 

A DiffServ LSR may perform marking, policing, and shaping on the incoming traffic 

streams, potentially changing the outgoing PHBs associated with non-conforming packets 

in the incoming traffic streams. Thus the incoming and out going PHBs might be 

different. 

 

3.2.2.3 Label forwarding 

Each LSR must know the DiffServ context for a label, which is stored in the NHLFE for 

each outgoing label. The DiffServ context consists of  

• LSP type 

• Supported PHBs 
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• EXP-PHB mapping for incoming label 

• PHB-EXP mapping for outgoing label. 

This information is populated by the ILM and FTN at the time of label set up 

 

3.2.2.4 Encapsulation of DS information 

For E-LSP the PHB-EXP mapping can either be pre-configured or explicitly signaled 

during establishment of the E-LSP. The LSR determines the EXP value to be written to 

the outgoing packet label from the PHB-EXP mapping. 

For L-LSP the PSC information is carried by the label and is set up during establishment. 

The EXP value to be written is determined by looking up the PHB-EXP mapping. 

 

Obviously, to enforce the service differentiation, the LSR must apply the forwarding 

treatment pertinent to the supported PHB specification. 

 

3.2.3 Implementation Models  

[DIFF-TUNNEL] describes how DiffServ behaves with IP tunnels of various forms. 

MPLS is not a type of IP tunnel as the encapsulating header is a MPLS label and not an 

IP header. However MPLS is still a form of a tunnel and has certain similarities with 

respect to IP tunnels like  

 

• Intermediate nodes (those along the LSP) operate only on the basis of outer 

DiffServ information (the one encoded in the label). 

• LSPs are also unidirectional. 
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IP Tunnels have no penultimate hop popping described in [RFC-MPLSARCH]. However 

for those implementations, where this information is not meaningful, it is a non-issue. 

The two conceptual models defined in [DIFF-TUNNEL] are applicable for MPLS 

DiffServ with some changes; namely pipe model and the uniform model. 

 

In a Pipe model the MPLS tunnels hide the intermediate MPLS nodes from the DiffServ 

perspective. There are two types of DiffServ information to be conveyed by the tunneled 

packets, one that is useful to intermediate nodes in the LSP (LSP DiffServ) and the other, 

which is meaningful beyond the LSP (tunneled DiffServ). 

 

With a pipe model LSP DiffServ information needs to be conveyed to LSP egress so that 

it can apply forwarding treatment based on the same and also tunneled DiffServ 

information is required to be conveyed, since it (tunneled DiffServ information) is to be 

passed beyond the egress. [RFC-MPLSDS] requires the support of pipe model as  “For 

support of the Pipe Model over a given LSP without PHP, an LSR performs the Incoming 

PHB Determination and the DiffServ information Encoding in the following manner  

  

- when receiving an unlabelled packet, the LSR performs Incoming PHB Determination 

considering the received IP Header. 

- when receiving a labeled packet, the LSR performs Incoming PHB Determination 

considering the outer label entry in the received label stack. In particular, when a pop 

operation is to be performed for the considered LSP, the LSR performs Incoming PHB 
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Determination BEFORE the pop.  

- when performing a push operation for the considered LSP, the LSR: 

o encodes DiffServ Information corresponding to the OUTGOING PHB in the 

transmitted label entry corresponding to the pushed label. 

 o encodes DiffServ Information corresponding to the INCOMING PHB in the 

encapsulated header (swapped label entry or IP header).  

- when performing a swap-only operation for the considered LSP, the LSR encodes 

DiffServ Information in the transmitted label entry that contains the swapped label - 

when performing a pop operation for the considered LSP, the LSR does not perform 

Encoding of DiffServ Information into the header exposed by the pop operation (i.e. the 

LSR leaves the exposed header "as is"). “ 

 

[RFC-MPLSDS] also defines the uniform model but since it is not supported in our 

implementation, it is beyond the scope of the current discussion. [RFC-MPLSDS] 

mandates the support of the pipe model but the uniform model is optional. For more 

information the reader is referred to [RFC-MPLSDS]. 
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4 Linux  

 

Linux is a widely popular Unix like operating system Its source code is available freely 

on the internet. The presence of a large number of developer base gives ‘never-before’ 

support for Linux. Originally developed by Linus Torvalds and contributed by developers 

worldwide Linux has become the favorite operating system among university researchers.  

Linux already supports the basic routing functionality, moreover with, kernels 2.4.1 

onwards, implementing a variety of queuing methods and kernel 2.4.5 onwards, 

implementing support for MPLS, it forms a good base for soft router implementation. 

The following chapter aims to discuss various Linux features used in the implementation. 

Section 3.1 describes the networking support in Linux and section 3.2 describes the QoS 

support inherent in Linux section 3.3 aims to throw light on the mpls-linux 

implementation. 

 

4.1 Networking support for Linux 

The best way to understand the networking support in Linux is to trace journey of a 

packet inside Linux [PKT_JOURNEY]. If the network card receives an Ethernet frame 

that matches the local MAC address or is a link layer broadcast, it issues an interrupt. The 

network driver for this particular card handles the interrupt, fetches the packet data via 

DMA / PIO into RAM. It then allocates a local structure sk_buff and calls a function of 

the protocol independent device support routines: net/core/dev.c:netif_rx(skb).  
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If the driver didn't already timestamp the skb, it is time-stamped now. Afterwards the skb 

gets enqueued in the appropriate queue for the processor handling this packet. If the 

queue backlog is full the packet is dropped at this place. After enqueuing the skb, the 

receive soft interrupt is marked for execution via include/linux/interrupt.h: 

__cpu_raise_softirq().  

The interrupt handler exits and all interrupts are re-enabled. Further handling of our 

packet is done in the network receive softirq (NET_RX_SOFTIRQ) which is called from 

kernel/softirq.c:do_softirq().  

NET_RX_SOFTIRQ calls net/core/dev.c:net_rx_action(). Here the skb is dequeued 

from this cpu's receive queue and afterwards handed to the appropriate packet handler. In 

case of IPv4 this is the IPv4 packet handler. (linux/net/ip_input.c ip_rcv()). 

ip_rcv performs sanity checks on the packet (checksum , header length etc) and 

depending upon whether the packet is for the host machine or meant to be forwarded to 

some other machine it is sent to either net/ipv4/ip_local_deliver() or 

net/ipv4/ip_forward(). If the packet is in error ip_err is called. ip_forward calls 

ip_send() which calls ip_queue_xmit() which prepends the hardware layer header to the 

skb and transmits the packet out through the hardware output function pointer typically 

dev_queue_xmit() in linux/net/core/dev.c. [LINUX-IPNET] 
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4.2 QoS Support in Linux 

QoS support in Linux is implemented through the Traffic Control code (TC). The TC 

code resides in the kernel and the different blocks can be compiled in as modules or 

straight into the kernel [QoS-LINUX]. 

Basic principle of TC is to condition the traffic after next hop has been decided i.e. the 

forwarding code has decided which interface the packet will go out on. This means only 

the out going packets are subjected to TC.  Linux traffic control can be used to build and 

array of complex queuing mechanisms and classes and filters that control the packets sent 

to the output interface.  

The TC consists of three building blocks  

4.2.1 queuing discipline 

The queuing discipline can be thought of as the traffic/data-packet manager for a device. 

It encapsulates within it the two other major TC components and controls how data flows 

through them. Only one such managing component can be attached to a device. Queuing 

disciplines form a basic building block for QoS support of Linux. When a Linux kernel 

configured for QoS support is booted up, the function net_dev_init (in net/core/dev.c) 

calls the function pktsched_init (in net/sched/sch_api.c) to initialize the traffic control 

unit in the Linux kernel. In pktsched_init(), the queuing disciplines that have been 

compiled into the kernel are all registered and initialized. Other queuing disciplines (like 

the one we are using –described later) can be loaded as modules in the kernel. 
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When an outbound packet on the device is queued for transmission by calling 

dev_queue_xmit, the enqueue function of the device’s queuing discipline (if present) is 

called. The queuing discipline is pointed to by field qdisc in the device structure 

(include/linux/net/device.h). Soon after the packet is enqueued dev_queue_xmit calls 

qdisc_run which calls qdisc_restart in /net/sched/sch_generic.c. qdisc_restart polls 

continuously to check if  a packet is ready to be sent. It first tries to obtain the packet 

from the dequeue function of the qdisc and if it succeeds it calls hard_start_xmit function 

for the device driver to actually send the packet. If the packet could not be sent for some 

reason it calls the requeue function for the qdisc. 

4.2.2 Classes 

The class (es) are managed by the device queuing discipline. A class consists of rules for 

messaging data owned by that class. For example, all data packets in a class could be 

subjected to a rate limit of 1Mbps and allowed to overshoot up to 3Mbps between the 

hours of midnight and 6AM. Several queuing disciplines can be attached to classes, 

including FIFO (First-In-First-Out), RED (Random Early Detection), SFQ (Stochastic 

Fair Queuing) and Token Bucket. If no queuing discipline is attached to a device, basic 

FIFO is used. In the example shown later, no specific class queuing disciplines are 

attached, thus defaulting to simple FIFO. CBQ, CSZ and Priority can also be used for 

classes and allow for sub-classing within a class. This shows how easily very complex 

scenarios using TC can be built. The queuing disciplines managing classes are referred to 

as class queuing disciplines. Generally, the class queuing discipline manages the data and 

queues for that class and can decide to delay, drop or reclassify the packets it manages.  
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4.2.3 classifiers 

Classifiers or filters describe packets and map them into classes managed by the queuing 

disciplines. These normally provide simple description languages to specify how to select 

packets and map them to classes. Currently, several filters (depending on your needs) are 

available in conjunction with TC, including the route-based classifier, the RSVP 

classifier (one for IPV4 and another for IPV6) and the u32 classifier. All of the 

firewalling filters can be used subject to their internal filtering tags. For example, 

ipchains could be used to classify packets.  

 

Queuing disciplines and classes are tied to one another. The presence of classes and their 

semantics are fundamental properties of the queuing disciplines. In contrast, filters can be 

arbitrarily combined with queuing disciplines and classes, as long as the queuing 

disciplines have classes. Not all queuing disciplines are associated with classes. [QoS-

API]. 
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4.3 MPLS support in Linux 

There is ongoing work in the research community in the field of MPLS. “MPLS for 

Linux” is a project under source forge [source-forge] to implement MPLS stack for Linux 

kernel and also the portable versions of signaling protocols. For more information about 

the project refer to [source-forge]. At the time of writing the project had completed 

MPLS kernel stack covered under GNU public license [GPL] and LDP implementation. 

 

When an MPLS packet is received on the interface, net_rx_action() receives the packet 

and passes it to mpls_rcv() ,which  gathers the required information about the packet 

concerning its label space and the MPLS label itself and calls mpls_input(). 

This function obtains the corresponding entry for the label in the Incoming Label Map 

(ILM) and accordingly either does a PUSH or a POP on the label stack. If the entry 

requires the label to be deleted then the function calls the appropriate underlying protocol 

handler function for the packet. If the entry requires to forward the packet then 

mpls_output2() is called which gets the output label for the corresponding incoming 

label and transmits the packet using either hh_output() or dst->neighbor->output()  

which is a pointer to output function for this route, typically dev_queue_xmit(). 

The ILM is set up by either a signaling protocol like LDP, CR –LDP or through manual 

configuration using a utility mplsadm. This utility creates an FEC for the IP address 

specified and then binds the label value and the appropriate action (push pop or delete) to 

the FEC. Appendix A explains the utility and its usage in greater detail. 
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When an unlabelled packet is received, it traverses through the ip stack like any other 

packet. net_rx_action() hands the packet to ip_rcv().This function performs the initial 

checks on the packet and then calls ip_route_input() to identify the next hop for the 

packet. In this regard rt_set_nexthop() is called. If the packet is a member if a FEC for 

which a label is assigned (bound), rt_set_nexthop hands the packet over to 

mpls_output() function passing the FEC information in dst_proto_data field of the 

packet. This function extracts the corresponding entry for the FEC from the FTN and 

calls mpls_output2() for transmission to the next hop. 

 

The functions mpls_opcode_peek ,mpls_opcode_push and mpls_opcode_pop perform the 

required action on the label namely looking at the label ,pushing a new label or popping 

out a existing label. 
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5 Implementation  

5.1 Soft router implementation of DiffServ 

5.1.1 Introduction  

We used the soft router DiffServ implementation by [Narasimhan] as a base. It uses the 

basic forwarding functionality of the Linux router. The code resides at the output 

interface. A packet received at an input interface is forwarded to a particular output 

interface based on the routing table and the decisions made by the Linux forwarding 

code. When it reaches the output interface the DiffServ code by [Narasimhan] treats it 

with various modules like classification, buffer manager based on a user-friendly script. 

 
 
 
 
                                                                                                          
                                                                                                         routing 
i/p interface  
                                                                                                         DS Code 
                                                                                                         o/p Interface 
i/p interface  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 5.1 DS router  

 
Fig 5.1 shows this high level path of packet through DS router.  

The code is loaded as a module in the kernel where it registers itself as the Queuing 

discipline(3.2.3) and thus gets attached to the output interface specified. The DiffServ 
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module thus runs in the context of the kernel space. A simple configuration script 

provides the parameters of the PHB the packet receives, such as classifiers, traffic 

conditioners, buffer managers, and link scheduler. This data however is present in the 

user space but is required by the initialization of the DiffServ module in the kernel space. 

Another program init_qd reads the file from the user space and communicates to the 

DiffServ module through a “dummy driver”. 

 

5.1.2 Usage  

The usage of the program as recommended in [Narasimhan] is  

“The user needs to first create the configuration file “qdisc.rc”. In this file, he specifies 

how he wants the DiffServ modules to be initialized. It includes specifying the type of 

classifier, traffic conditioner, buffer manager, link scheduler etc. He then calls load 

<device> to load the DiffServ modules at the output interface device. The DiffServ router 

is now ready for traffic. The DiffServ modules can be unloaded by unload device. To re-

initialize the DiffServ modules, the user needs to unload it first, edit the qdisc.rc file and 

then reload it using load. While running tests, the user can view various statistics that are 

captured, by executing the dump_config program. The dump_config program not only 

shows the state of the system, but it also displays the statistics that are captured like 

average buffer size etc.” 
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5.1.3 Extensions 

Since the DiffServ module is so closely associated with the kernel , it is only to be 

expected that change in kernel versions could jeopardize its functioning. We made some 

changes in the code so that it is compatible with Linux kernel 2.4.* (earlier version was 

Linux 2.2.*). The details of the changes and explanation for porting is given in Appendix 

B . We note that even this version is kernel 2.4 specific and might require some porting 

effort, should there be any major changes in the kernel. 

 

The DiffServ module used to send all unclassified packets and ARP packets through 

control queue. The following diagram in [Narasimhan] describes the behavior. 

 
 
 
 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 5.2 Architecture Model of [Narasimhan] 
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5.1.3.1 Default classifier 

ARP packets do not go through various DiffServ modules but are sent through a separate 

queue called the ARP Queue. All other packets, which cannot be classified, are also sent 

through ARP queue. This behavior is not acceptable if MPLS support is required, as there 

has to be a provision for Best Effort traffic. We added a new classifier Default Classifier 

which if defined would accept all the packets for which no other classifier was found. 

The ARP packets were classified and sent through the high priority ARP queue. 

 

5.1.3.2 Port Classifier 

We also implemented classification by port. The port classifier assumes the transport 

layer protocol is either TCP or UDP, which is true in most port-based applications. To 

handle any exceptions to the rule, we already have an existing protocol based classifier.  

 

5.1.3.3 DSCP Marking 

DiffServ Code Point or DSCP encodes the PHB requirements of the packet. Hence it is 

essential that the DiffServ module be able to mark outgoing packets with the specified 

DSCP. We implemented the DSCP marking at flow level i.e. each outgoing flow can 

mark packets. The user can ignore, retain or mark DSCP as per requirements of the 

network. 

 
5.1.3.4 PHB Map 

For DiffServ LSR module to provide the functionality to treat an incoming packet based 

on its PHB, it must be aware of what PHBs are provided for what flows. i.e. it needs a  
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Map between PHBs and the flows so it can pass a packet belonging to a particular PSC 

through a particular flow which provides the PHB. 

  

5.1.3.5 Multiple Interfaces 

The earlier DS implementation was generic and would attach itself to the interface 

specified when the module is loaded in the kernel. The problem with this approach is it 

lends itself unsuitably to be used on multiple interfaces of a same machine. Not only is 

this non-conformant with DiffServ standards [DS_RFC] but also hinders traffic 

engineering. We took the simplistic approach of making the code interface specific 

instead of other better options in terms of design, because of the inherent inflexibility in 

the earlier architecture. 
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5.2 Approach 

There are two types of events that change the state of a DiffServ LSR  

1) Receipt of an un-Labeled packet and 

2) Receipt of a labeled packet 

 

5.2.1 Unlabeled packet 

This packet is received when the pervious hop of the packet does not belong to MPLS 

domain or doest not have an LSP set for this path. Whenever such a packet arrives at a 

DiffServ LSR, it is treated based on the DiffServ configuration for it i.e. it is classified 

based on the appropriate classifier and given the appropriate PHB. If a LSP is not set for 

the packet, then it is similar to only DiffServ being configured. However if a LSP is set a 

MPLS label is pre-pended to the packet. The EXP value for the label alone, currently, 

maps the DiffServ Code Point information, as only E-LSPs are being supported. To 

support L-LSPs, the label value would have to be considered while mapping. Also the 

incoming label map (ILM) also should contain a field that specifies whether the entry 

specifies an E –LSP or an L-LSP. 

 

5.2.2 Labeled packet  

This packet is received when the previous hop of the packet belongs to MPLS domain. 

The DiffServ LSR checks its ILM for the incoming label entry. Based on the operation 

specified in the label, action is taken for example. If the label entry specifies SET for a 

particular device the packet is sent to that device. The outgoing label value stored in the 
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auxiliary data field in dst entry in the skbuff, which acts as a place holder. A control bit 

is set in the dst entry to help identify the packets in the IP layer. A bit is also set for delete 

option of a label as a special case as the delete option specifies the delivery of the packet 

to IP layer.  When the packet does arrive at the outgoing interface, on which DiffServ 

module is loaded, the DiffServ LSR gives the PHB treatment to the packet recommended 

by the label value. The outgoing packet label can have either the PHB mapping value of 

the incoming label (i.e. the intended PHB) or can have the actual PHB value that is being 

imparted. The current implementation encodes the intended PHB mapping value. 

 
The following figure shows schematic, simplified view of the DiffServ LSR. When 

labeled packet is received by mpls_ds_rcv(), it passes it to mpls_ds_input() which looks 

up the  ILM for the label and sets the proper device and sends it to DiffServ module for 

PBH treatment. 

 

                                                                                                         DS Code 

                                                                                                          Output interface I 

      mpls_ds_rcv 

      Input interface 

                                                                                                          DS Code 

                                                                                                          Output interface II 

 

 

Fig 5.4 Schematic view of DiffServ LSR 
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5.3 Issues  

5.3.1 PHB not present  

If an incoming packet requests particular PHB which is not supported by the router it is 

tempting to classify the packet based on the IP fields or impart the “best available” PHB 

next to the requested PHB. But as [RFC-MPLSARCH] states that any intermediate 

MPLS node (core) should refer to only the label at the top of stack to make forwarding 

decisions. Also if best available PHB is imparted, the user would be expecting a different 

class of service than being provided with neither parties being informed of the same, thus 

making the problem difficult to debug. This solution would also be difficult to 

implement. One other alternative is to impart the default PHB treatment if default PHB is 

specified, otherwise drop the packet. The simplest option is to drop the packets. This 

makes it easier to track the problem however can be disconcerting in requiring every  

PHB supported to be defined. In our implementation we decided to drop the packets 

whose PHB requirements cannot be met by the router. 

 

5.3.2 Performance requirements not defined 
[RFC-MPLSDS] defines the standard for MPLS support. However it does not specify 

performance requirements or conformance requirements for implementation  

 

5.3.3 Model Implemented  
[RFC-MPLSDS] solution provides for three types of models Pipe Model, short Pipe 

Model and the Uniform Model. Pipe Model is mandatory and the other two models are 
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optional [RFC-MPLSDS]. Our implementation supports the Pipe model currently but can 

be changed easily to support the uniform model. 

 

5.3.4 Simplification of PHB value handling 

For implementation purposes we have simplified the handling of PHB specification and 

mapping values. The PHB specifications for a particular flow would be dependant on the 

norms and policies in the domain being used, while the PHB mapping would be based on 

the requirements of the service provider. 

5.3.5 Processing issue. 

The current implementation adds an extra overhead in processing a given packet. 
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5.4 Software components 

qdisc_mod_ifindex.o : This object file contains main DiffServ modules code .This is 

specific to the interface (e.g. for eth0 the file is qdisc_mod_eth0.0 ).It will be loaded as 

kernel module.  

init_qd [<interface name>]: This executable is common for all the interfaces. It reads the 

data from the script file in user space and writes it through the dummy driver in kernel 

space. It takes optional parameter as the interface name the qdisc module is attached to. If 

interface name is passed it writes the data through the device driver specific to the 

interface passed. 

dum_drv_ifindex.o: This is the dummy driver for that particular interface (e.g. for 

interface eth the file is dum_drv_eth1.o) . This is also loaded as a kernel module. 

dump_config[<interface name>]: This executable denotes the current state of the system. 

Can be optionally passed the interface name to print the statistics of qdisc loaded on that 

particular interface. dump_config  assumes that particular module is loaded. 

clear_stats [<interface name>]: This executable clears all counters and resets the 

statistical counters. Can be optionally passed the interface name to clear statistics for that 

particular interface. It assumes that particular module is already loaded. 

Load <interface name>: This shell script loads the corresponding module in the kernel 

and adds tc. It also loads the dummy driver module to pass the information from user 

space to kernel space. 
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5.5 Usage 

5.5.1 mplsadm utility:  

The user first has to set up an LSP according to his/her traffic requirements. ‘mplsadm’ is 

a utility that helps manually set up the mpls tables. These values can also be set 

automatically by using either LDP or some other signaling protocol. The runtime values 

are displayed by the /proc utility in files /proc/net/mpls_in  /proc/net/mpls_out and  

/proc/net/mpls_fec for the ILM, FTN and FEC tables respectively. Appendix A 

discusses the usage for the mplsadm utility and Appendix C is  a small shell script written 

for all label settings during testing. 

 

5.5.2 Load script file 

The user then has to set up DiffServ control parameters like the traffic conditioning to be 

applied for a particular flow, the classification required the buffer manager and the 

scheduling technique to be used. All the information is written in a file ‘qdisc.rc’ The 

program parses this file and sets up its values. A detailed description of the script file and 

its syntax is explained in [Narasimhan]. Appendix B lists a few basic things about the 

script file and few example script files. 

 

The user would need to specify the PHB of the flow in the qdisc.rc and optionally 

indicate the DSCP marking for the outgoing packet on that particular flow. 
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5.6 Advantages and Limitations 

5.6.1 Advantages 

Modular: Since the code is modular, the user can specify lot of parameters for each 

module and thus control the behavior of network to a greater extent. 

Optional Set up: The user can set up either MPLS or DiffServ or DiffServ over MPLS 

depending on the requirements, thus the implementation is backward compatible and can 

work in an existing test bed. 

Traffic engineering ability gives lot of control over network performance and helps avoid 

congestion through certain paths enabling it to deliver a better QoS. 

 

5.6.2 Limitations  

The implementation puts additional processing overhead per packet. Even the MPLS 

labels are handed over to the IP layer, hence performance of an individual machine is 

equivalent or worse than only DiffServ but not better. 

However the performance of MPLS-DS domain, because of the additional flexibility, 

might be better than only DiffServ domain. 
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6 Tests and Results 

We tested the functionality of each module. A smartbits SMB 200 was used both as 

source and sink. The machines used as routers were AMD 686 128 MB 900MHz 

Gateway machines were equipped with 3COM 3c905 10/100 Mbps PCI Network 

Interface Cards, running Linux. 

 

The aim of testing was to verify and check functionality of each module in a DiffServ 

LSR and also to understand the possible interaction between LSPs and PHBs. We also 

demonstrate how the Traffic Engineering (TE) ability can be combined effectively with 

Differentiated Services to implement an End-End QoS framework. 
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6.1 Test I 

Aim : Test I was carried out to test the basic functionality and co-existence of the 

DiffServ and MPLS components. 

 

Setup :  Smartbits  was used as traffic generator generating two types of streams. Both 

these streams were applied different DiffServ PHB and different MPLS Labels at one 

machine and were stripped off at the other machine to deliver back to Smartbits port. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 6.1 Schematic view of Test I setup  
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Configuration 
 
Smartbits  

Packet size : 128 bytes            Test Duration: 60 secs  
 
Flow ID Source IP Destination 

IP 
Packets  
Sent 

Packets 
received 

Loss % 

1 10.5.4.30 10.3.4.50 253378 120504 52.44 
2 10.5.4.40 10.3.4.50 253378 253378 0 
 
 
 
DiffServ  

 
Classifier 

      
Flow 
ID 

Flag Value PHB 

Traffic 
Conditioner 

Buffer 
Manager

Link    
Scheduler 

1 SRC_
ADDR 

10.5.4.30 EF SRTCM 
(cbs = 2Mbps) 

Normal Static priority 
(priority=10) 

2 DEF - DEF DUMMY Normal Static priority 
(priority= 5) 

 
MPLS 

Flow ID FEC Label LSP Path 
1 10.3.4.50 16 M/c I -> M/c II 
 
 

Conclusion 

The basic MPLS DiffServ functionality works and co–exists. The software can push and 

pop out labels and the PHB value is propagated to the next hop where appropriate action 

is taken  
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6.2 Test II 

Aim : Test II was carried out to test the basic functionality and co-existence of the 

DiffServ and MPLS components. 

 

Setup :  Smartbits was used as traffic generator generating three streams. These streams 

were applied different DiffServ PHB. Different MPLS Labels applied at one machine 

were swapped at second machine and finally stripped off at third machine to deliver back 

to Smartbits port. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 6.2 Schematic view of Test II setup 
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Configuration 
 
Smartbits  

Packet size : 128 bytes     Test Duration: 60 secs 
Flow ID Source IP Destination 

IP 
Packets  
Sent 

Packets 
received 

Packets lost 
(%) 

1 10.5.4.30 10.7.6.90 168918 30954 81.675 
2 10.5.4.40 10.7.6.80 168918 118941 29.586 
3 10.5.4.50 10.7.6.80 168918 167125 1.061 
 
 
 
DiffServ  

 
Classifier 

      
Traffic 
Conditioner 

Buffer 
Manager 

Flow 
ID 

Flag Value PHB   

Link    
Scheduler 

1 SRC_
ADDR 

10.5.4.40 EF SRTCM 
cir = 2.5MB/s  

Normal Static priority 
(100) 

2 DEF - DEF DUMMY Normal Static priority 
(50) 

 
MPLS 

Flow ID FEC Label at I Label at II LSP Path 
1 10.7.6.80 16 21 M/c I -> M/c II 

-> M/c III 
2 10.7.6.90 32 37 M/c I -> M/c II 

-> M/c III 
 
 

Conclusion 
The basic MPLS DiffServ functionality works and co –exists. The elementary test bed 

set-up demonstrates that the DiffServ LSR can pop, push, and swap the label and take 

appropriate action based on the label value. The PHB value is propagated and acted upon 

by subsequent routers. 
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6.3 Test III 

Aim : Test III was carried out to test the ability to perform traffic engineering and to 

demonstrate its effectiveness. 

 

Setup :  Smartbits was used as traffic generator generating three types of streams. 

Initially these three streams share the traffic resulting in packet loss. Traffic engineering 

was then applied on M/C I and results noted  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 6.3  Schematic view of Test III setup 
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Configuration 
Smartbits  

Packet size : 128 bytes     Test Duration: 60 secs 
Flow ID Source IP Destination 

IP 
Packets  
Sent 

Packets 
received 

Loss % 

1 10.5.4.30 10.7.6.90 168918 120199 28.84 
2 10.5.4.40 10.7.6.80 168918 168918 0 
3 10.5.4.50 10.7.6.80 168918 168918 0 
 
 
 
DiffServ  

 
Classifier 

      
Flow 
ID 

Flag Value PHB 

Traffic 
Conditioner 

Buffer 
Manager 

Link    
Scheduler 

1 SRC_
ADDR 

 EF SRTCM Normal Static 
priority 

2 DEF - DEF DUMMY Normal Static 
priority 

 
MPLS 

Flow ID FEC Label LSP Path 
1 10.7.6.80 16 m/c I -> m/c II-> m/c 

III 
2 10.7.6.90 32 m/c I -> m/c II-> m/c 

III 
3 10.7.6.90 42 m/c I ->  m/c III 
 
 

Conclusion 

The basic MPLS DiffServ functionality works and co –exists. The above experiment 

demonstrates traffic engineering. Packets destined for 10.7.6.90 , that had earlier 

traversed the link M/C I-M/C II ->M/C III are directly routed to Machine III 
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6.4 Discussion of Results  

As we note from the tests I and II, the basic functionality of the DiffServ LSR is satisfied. 

Test I demonstrates “label push” and “label delete (pop)” while test II shows in addition 

to the aforementioned, “label swap” and “interface set” functionality. The DiffServ PHB 

indicated in the label is preserved. It is interesting to observe that when Traffic 

Engineering is applied on M/C I in test III, and default traffic is sent through a different 

route, better performance is obtained. Also service differentiation can be applied to the 

diverted traffic as shown. MPLS supports traffic engineering and DiffServ supports 

service differentiation respectively, the combination of the two combines both the 

advantages, and hence gives the service provider lot of flexibility and control over the 

performance of the network. 

 

We note that since demonstration of functionality was the aim of the experiment and not 

performance token DiffServ control parameters have been used. A better performance 

can be achieved by better tuning of the DiffServ parameters like traffic conditioner, 

Buffer Manager, Link Scheduler etc. interested reader is referred to [TEST-REPORT] for 

details. 
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7 Conclusion 

7.1 Summary 

We described the protocols DiffServ and MPLS among the recently proposed protocols 

to provide Quality of Service. We described how the advantages of both could be 

combined in MPLS support of Differentiated Services that could potentially provide 

considerable flexibility and ability to provide service differentiation to the service 

provider. We further described our extensions to the existing DiffServ implementation 

and our implementation of MPLS support for Differentiated Services. Next we discussed 

issues involved in our implementation. We created scenarios to test our implementation 

and we observe that while DiffServ can provide service differentiation and guaranteed 

bandwidth, it does not handle overloaded traffic or link failures. Similarly while MPLS 

can provide control and ability to fast re-route and traffic engineering, it does not offer 

service level differentiation. MPLS support of DiffServ combines the advantages of both 

protocols. We conclude that MPLS combined with DiffServ could be an important step 

towards providing end-to-end QoS in IP based networks. 

 

7.2 Future Work 

In our experiments we used token DiffServ parameters to demonstrate functionality. In 

the future, a comprehensive experimentation could be done to determine ways to 

optimize performance using a combination of various DiffServ parameters. Our 

implementation supports only E-LSPs. Support of L-LSPs could also be implemented, 

which would enable support of more than eight PHBs. 
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Multicast packets form an increasing portion of the Internet traffic with the advent of 

P2Pand movie broadcasts. Multicast support could also be implemented both in MPLS 

and DiffServ. The current implementation is able to interact only with Ethernet frames. 

Support of other mechanisms like ATM and Frame relay can also be implemented in 

future. 
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